The terms "parallel proceedings," "duplicative litigation," and "the exercise of concurrent jurisdiction," refer to the simultaneous prosecution of two or more suits in which at least some of the issues and parties are so closely related that the judgment of one will necessarily have a res judicata effect on the other. Res judicata effects are of two types. First, "claim preclusion," as expressed in the rules of merger and bar, renders conclusive a valid and final judgment. If the judgment is in favor of the plaintiff, his claim is extinguished and merged into the judgment, and he may not maintain any further action on his original claim. See § § 45(a) , 47 (Tent. Draft No. 1, 1973) . Of course, if the judgment is for the defendant the plaintiff's claim is extinguished. See id. § § 45(b), 48. The failure of the defendant to interpose a compulsory counterclaim precludes subsequent action on that claim, even if judgment is for the defendant. See id. § 56.1 (2) . FED. R. Civ. P. 13(a) provides that:
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF JUDGMrTS
A pleading shall state as a counterclaim any claim which at the time of serving the pleading the pleader has against any opposing party, if it arises out of the same transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the opposing party's claim and does not require for its adjudication the presence of third parties of whom the court cannot acquire jurisdiction. As of the end of 1972 more than 30 states had similar counterclaim rules. Reporter's Note,
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF JUDGMENTS § 56.1 (Tent. Draft No. 1, 1973).
Second, "issue preclusion," or collateral estoppel, makes a judgment conclusive as to any issue actually litigated and determined when that issue was essential to the judgment. See Although the res judicata effect of a judgment cannot be determined until it is raised in a subsequent suit, see, e.g., Gonzales v. Cassidy, 474 F.2d 67, 74 (5th Cir. 1973) , it is usually apparent from the pleadings whether the parties and issues in the two suits are sufficiently overlapping that the suits can be considered duplicative.
2 These concerns have motivated two commentators to suggest amendments to the Judicial Code. See Currie, The Federal Courts and the American Law Institute (pt. II), 36 U. Cm. L. REv. 268, 335 (1969) (recommending an amendment to provide that a state or federal court stay any action filed if a prior suit concerning substantially the same issues and parties is pending in another court, absent a showing that the second court can more fully decide the controversy); Kurland, Toward a Cooperative Judicial Federalism: The Federal Court Abstention Doctrine, 24 F.R.D. 481 (1959) (proposing an amendment to provide that federal persists that plaintiffs whose claims satisfy the jurisdictional requirements have a right to a federal forum, and that federal courts have a correlative obligation to hear all cases falling within their jurisdiction.
Prior to the Supreme Court's 1976 decision in Colorado River Water Conservation District v. United States, 3 the lower federal courts, in recognition of the inefficiencies of duplicative litigation, liberally granted stays in deference to pending state court proceedings. Development of the stay doctrine in the lower courts was marked by inconsistency and confusion that left the ambit of the power to stay unclear. In Colorado River the Supreme Court acknowledged that federal courts have power to stay proceedings in deference to a parallel state suit in order to promote "wise judicial administration." The Court articulated a balancing test to guide the lower courts in the exercise of the power to stay: stays can properly be granted when "exceptional circumstances" outweigh the obligation to exercise federal jurisdiction. The "exceptional circumstances" language suggests that the Court disapproves the readiness with which the lower courts have granted stays.
This comment first describes the background of the Colorado River decision by canvassing the problems involved in parallel suits, the methods by which these problems are handled by state and federal courts ifi contexts not requiring an abrogation of federal jurisdiction, the related doctrines of abstention and forum non conveniens, and the development of the power to stay. Second, the Colorado River decision is examined in detail. The third section of the comment attempts to apply the reasoning of Colorado River to other situations in which stays have been thought appropriate, and suggests a framework consistent with that analysis for determining the propriety of a stay.
I. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE POWER TO STAY AND RELATED

DOCTRINES
A. Duplicative Proceedings
There are three basic types of parallel or duplicative actions:
courts must stay proceedings if there is a prior state or federal suit pending).
Overcrowded dockets create a hazard that some claimholders will be unfairly delayed or deterred from litigating by the fact that others are able to litigate their controversies in two forums. Cf. Crawford v. Seaboard Coast Line R.R., 286 F. Supp. 556, 557-58 (S.D. Ga. 1968) (to deny a stay in a parallel action would result in delaying other litigants who may have no other available forum).
3 424 U.S. 800 (1976).
repetitive suits, reactive suits, and multiple class proceedings.' Repetitive suits are multiple suits on the same claim filed by a plaintiff against the same defendant in two or more forums. The reasons for bringing repetitive suits include harassment, insurance against the risk that the first court will not obtain personal jurisdiction over the defendant, 5 the benefits of forum shopping, 6 or simply tactical advantage. A plaintiff might also file a second action in order to circumvent an adverse ruling in the first suit that does not amount to an adjudication on the merits.
8
Reactive suits are suits filed by the defendant to the first action against the plaintiff either seeking a declaration that he is not liable to the plaintiff or asserting an affirmative claim that arises out of or is intimately related to the same transaction or occurrence that is the subject of the first action. 9 Reactive suits are often brought in order to obtain the supposed tactical advantages that inhere in proceeding as a plaintiff,"' to take advantage of, or avoid, perceived prejudices of a particular forum," or to take advantage of choice of
The repetitive/reactive terminology is taken from Vestal, Repetitive Litigation, 45 IOWA L. RFv. 525 (1960) ; Vestal, Reactive Litigation, 47 IowA L. REv. 11 (1961) . Duplicative class litigation can be either reactive or repetitive. For example, if the defendant in a plaintiff class action sues the plaintiffs as a defendant class, his suit would be considered reactive. When two plaintiff class actions are brought by different named plaintiffs, or an individual's complaint is the subject of a pending class action, the suits are "repetitive" as the plaintiff in the second suit presumably belongs to the class whose rights will be determined in the first action. Repetitive class actions are classified separately as multiple class proceedings because of special considerations not involved in the ordinary repetitive suit. See text and notes at notes 181-199 infra.
5 See, e.g., O'Hare Int'l Bank v. Lambert, 459 F.2d 328, 330 (10th Cir. 1972); Bethlehem Steel Corp. v. Tishman Realty & Constr. Co., 72 F.R.D. 33, 36 (S.D.N.Y. 1976) .
4 See, e.g., Semmes Motors, Inc. v. Ford Motor Co., 429 F.2d 1197 , 1203 (2d Cir. 1970 Mars, Inc. v. Standard Brands, Inc., 386 F. Supp. 1201 , 1204 (S.D.N.Y. 1974 .
1 Cf. Mottolese v. Kaufman, 176 F.2d 301, 303-04 (2d Cir. 1949 ) (stay conditioned on use of federal discovery in state court action) ; Aetna State Bank v. Altheimer, 430 F.2d 750, 758 (7th Cir. 1970) (same) . But see Beard v. New York Central R.R., 20 F.R.D. 607, 610 (N.D. Ohio 1957) (defendant not required to answer interrogatories since the plaintiff appeared to be using the federal suit only as a "mere auxiliary forum" to assist in the preparation of the state case).
" See, e.g., Graziano v. Pennell, 371 F.2d 761, 764 (2d Cir. 1967 ) (preclusion order); Beaver v. Borough of Johnsonburg, 375 F. Supp. 326, 328 (W.D. Pa. 1974 ) (dismissal on ground of laches).
I Another form of reactive litigation is an interpleader action filed after an action has been commenced against the interpleader plaintiff. See FED. R. Civ. P. 22; 28 U.S.C. § § 1335, 1397, 2361 (1970) . The federal interpleader rules provide for the issuance of an injunction against other suits by the court in which the interpleader action was filed. 28 U.S.C. § 2361 (1970) . Since the injunction effectively eliminates the problems of duplicative litigation, interpleader actions will not be discussed further.
See Vestal, Reactive Litigation, supra law rules in the second forum that might result in the application of more favorable substantive law. 2 If the defendant fears that litigation in the plaintiff's chosen forum will proceed too slowly, he might bring a reactive suit in order to have the matter resolved more quickly. 3 The defendant may seek a federal forum in particular because of advantages provided by federal procedure, 4 or because he has a defense 5 or counterclaim" 5 based on federal law.
The third category of duplicative litigation involves class action litigation. Separate class actions or shareholder derivative suits may be brought by different named plaintiffs, representing the same or a similar class, on essentially the same cause of action. 7 The subject matter of a class action may also be the subject of concurrent individual suits,"' or vice versa. Multiple class proceedings often result from the desire of individual class members to control the litigation 9 or to collect the substantial attorneys' fees awarded the plaintiff in a successful class suit.
B. Stays and Dismissals in Contexts Not Requiring an Abrogation of Federal Jurisdiction
Courts and legislatures have developed a variety of ways to avoid the waste inherent in parallel proceedings. When the two courts are of the same state, the second action will typically be abated if both suits involve the same parties and subject matter and if the parties' rights can be adequately adjudicated in the first action. 2 ' Abatement is, in effect, a dismissal and is available as a matter of right. 2 If the first suit is pending in the courts of another state or in federal court, the state court in which the parallel action is filed has discretionary authority to stay or dismiss the suit.
Priority of suit is usually the controlling factor. When both proceedings are in a single federal district court, 25 the two actions can be consolidated. 2 When two district courts are involved, duplication can be avoided by transfer and consolidation, 2 by an injunction issued in one suit to prevent the parties from proceeding in the other, ' or by a stay of proceedings pending resolution of the case in the other district. 29 Occasionally a state court will enjoin the prosecution of a parallel suit in another state on a showing that the suit was brought in bad faith. See, e.g., O'Loughlin v. O'Loughlin, 6 N.J. 170, 78 A.2d 64 (1951 21 See, e.g., Henry v. Stewart, 203 Kan. 289, 454 P.2d 7 (1969); Conrad v. West, 98 Cal. App. 2d 116, 219 P.2d 477 (1950 (1975) . N.Y. Civ. PRAC. RULE 3211(a)(4) (McKinney 1970) , New York's statute, provides that a party may move to dismiss a cause on the ground that "there is another action pending between the same parties for the same cause of action in a court of any state or the United States," and that on such a motion the court "may make such order as justice requires."
1 When a federal court and a federal administrative agency have concurrent jurisdiction over a case, the court can invoke the doctrine of primary jurisdiction to stay or dismiss the suit before it. In 1821 the Supreme Court stated in dictum that a federal court has "no right to decline the exercise of jurisdiction which is given.
'3 4
The statement was repeated in subsequent cases. 3 1 In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the lower federal courts adhered to this strict rule. 36 The rationale for the rule was that the jurisdictional statutes grant a plaintiff whose action meets the jurisdictional prerequisites an "absolute right" to bring suit in federal court 31 Id. at 1202 (quoting Remington Prods. Corp. v. American Aerovap, Inc., 192 F.2d 872, 873 (2d Cir. 1951 ).
32 Id. at 1202-03. The Second Circuit considered the fact that Semmes's claims in the New York action based on dealership termination were not before the New Jersey court to be irrelevant, since the dealership termination claims constituted compulsory counterclaims to Ford's counterclaim in the New Jersey action. Id. at 1204.
Id. at 1203. For a description of representative situations that justify departure from the priority rule, see Mattel, Inc. v. Louis Marx & Co., 353 F.2d 421, 424 n.4 (2d Cir. 1965 The rule is well recognized that the pendency of an action in the state court is no bar to proceedings concerning the same matter in the Federal court having jurisdiction. . . . [The circuit court of the United States had acquired jurisdiction, the issues were made up, and when the State intervened the Federal court practically turned the case over for determination to the state court. We think it had no authority to do this 217 U.S. at 282.
3 See, e.g., Armour & Co. v. Miller, 91 F.2d 521, 524 (8th Cir. 1937); Checker Cab Mfg. Co. v. Checker Taxi Co., 26 F.2d 752 (N.D. Ill. 1928); Woren v. Witherbee, Sherman & Co., 240 F. 1013 , 1015 (N.D.N.Y. 1917 . But see Butler v. Judge, 116 F.2d 1013 , 1015 (9th Cir. 1941 ).
[44:641 and place on the court a corresponding obligation to proceed to judgment. 3 7 The Supreme Court, however, has held that in certain contexts properly invoked jurisdiction can be abdicated.
1. Forum non conveniens. In Gulf Oil Corp. v. Gilbert, 3 the Supreme Court held that a federal district court can dismiss an action pursuant to the doctrine of forum non conveniens. Although a strong dissent emphasized the "statutory duty" of a federal court to exercise its jurisdiction, 9 the majority opinion summarily dismissed this articulation of the absolute right doctrine, stating that the Court "has repeatedly recognized the existence of the power to decline jurisdiction in exceptional circumstances." 40 The doctrine of forum non conveniens formulated in Gulf Oil allows a court in its discretion to dismiss a suit properly before it when a different forum is more convenient for the litigants 4 ' or demanded by considerations of public interest. 2 The application of forum non conveniens does not depend on the existence of a parallel suit; its rationale is that the "necessary generality" of the venue statutes, which are drawn broadly to assure plaintiffs a federal forum, can lead to abuse if plaintiffs "resort to a strategy of forcing the trial at a most inconvenient place for an adversary." 43 In practice, forum non conveniens seldom deprives plaintiffs of a federal forum. The doctrine "presupposes at least two forums" in which the defendant can be sued, and in the typical case at least one of the alternative forums will be another federal court. When the alternative forum is a federal district court, the case can be transferred to another district or division "for the convenience of parties and witnesses, in the interest of justice." 44 The doctrine of -Checker Cab Mfg. Co. v. Checker Taxi Co., 26 F.2d 752 (N.D. Ill. 1928) . The court in Checker Cab characterized the right to a federal forum as one guaranteed by the Constitution.
-330 U. S. 501 (1947) . 31 Id. at 513 (Black, J., dissenting). ' Id. at 504. " The Court listed as relevant such factors as "relative ease of access to sources of proof; availability of compulsory process for attendance of unwilling, and the cost of obtaining unwilling, witnesses; possibility of view of premises . . . ; and all other practical problems that make trial of a case easy, expeditious and inexpensive." 330 U.S. at 508.
,1 These considerations include "administrative burdens on courts in congested centers; burden of jury duty on the people of a community; local interest in having localized controversies decided at home; appropriateness of having litigation in the state whose law applies so as to avoid conflicts problems or problems of ascertaining foreign law." Id. at 508-09.
Id. at 507. " 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a) (1970 forum non conveniens can make a federal forum unavailable, however, in instances in which the only convenient alternative forum is a foreign tribunal. 5 Some courts have ruled that a federal court may dismiss even though the only alternative is a state court. 4 However, the recent revision of the venue statute to provide that an action may be brought in the district "in which the claim arose" 47 makes a convenient federal forum available in all but rare cases.
2. The Abstention Doctrine. Perhaps the deepest encroachment upon the absolute right doctrine has been the development of the abstention doctrine.
8 Abstention is grounded upon principles of comity and federalism and upon the principle that the federal courts should avoid unnecessary constitutional adjudication. The Supreme Court in Meredith v. Winter Haven 9 insisted that "exceptional circumstances," in the form of "some recognized public policy or defined principle guiding the exercise of the jurisdiction conferred," must be present in order to justify abstention." Justice Brennan's opinion in Colorado River sets forth a comprehensive categorization of the circumstances in which abstention is appropriate.
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The first category, commonly termed Pullman abstention, 5 2 applies "in cases presenting a federal constitutional issue which 5 See, e.g., Vanity Fair Mills, Inc. v REV. 194 (1964) .
4' 320 U. S. 228 (1943) .
w Id. at 234. The requirement of "exceptional circumstances" has been repeated in subsequent abstention decisions. See, e.g., Harris County Comm'rs Ct. v. Moore, 420 U.S. 77, 83 (1975); Kusper v. Pontikes, 414 U.S. 51, 54 (1973) ; Lake Carriers' Ass'n v. MacMullan, 406 U.S. 498, 510-11 (1972); Reetz v. Bozanich, 397 U.S. 82, 86 (1970); Zwickler v. Koota, 389 U.S. 241, 248 (1967); Baggett v. Bullitt, 377 U.S. 360, 375 (1964); Propper v. Clark, 337 U.S. 472, 492 (1949 has considered in determining whether the state governmental interest will justify abstention: 1) involvement of "the state's interest in regulating and preserving important natural resources"; 2) the existence of "established state regulatory systems, with a history of state judicial experience reviewing cases arising under that system"; 3) involvement of "areas of traditional state power, such as eminent domain or public education"; and 4) in the absence of an established regulatory system, the existence of a "very high possibility of an intrusive federal adjudication severely handicapping state government." Id. at 1123.
" 424 U.S. at 814. In Burford v. Sun Oil Co., 319 U.S. 315 (1943) , the Court held that the district court should have dismissed a suit brought to enjoin enforcement of an administrative order of the Texas Railroad Commission. Texas had established a system of adminis-The doctrines of Younger v. Harris" and Huffman v. Pursue, Ltd.62 are the basis of the third branch of abstention, which requires a federal court to dismiss a suit when jurisdiction has been invoked to restrain a state criminal proceeding 3 or a civil proceeding in which the state has a substantial interest. 4 The doctrine does not apply if the state proceedings are marked by bad faith, or if the challenged state statute is patently invalid. The justification for declining to exercise jurisdiction in this circumstance is based on principles of equity jurisdiction and considerations of comity and federalism. If the federal plaintiff can assert his federal claim as a defense in the state proceeding, "traditional equity jurisprudence" indicates that a court of equity should not grant relief, since the moving party has an adequate remedy at law. 65 Federal court intertrative decision-making and judicial review to regulate oil production and manage oil and gas fields. S. 592, 603-04 (1975) . In Huffman, the Court extended Younger only to federal actions seeking to restrain state civil actions that are "in aid of and closely related to" state criminal proceedings and upheld the dismissal of a § 1983 action challenging the use of state nuisance statutes to close a pornographic movie theater. But in Juidice v. Vail, 430 U.S. 327 (1977) , the Court held that the district court should have dismissed a § 1983 challenge to civil contempt procedures authorized by New York statutes. The state interest in the "regular operation of its judicial system" was "of sufficiently great import" to require the application of Huffman abstention, regardless of whether the state proceeding was civil, criminal, or quasi-criminal. Id. at 1217. See also Trainor v. Hernandez, 97 S. Ct. 1911 Ct. (1977 (Huffman principle is applicable to federal court interference with state civil enforcement action brought by the state in its sovereign capacity).
, 1 Juidice v. Vail, 430 U.S. 327, 337 (1977) ; Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37, 43-44 (1971) . See Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 103, 108 n.9 (1975) (abstention is inappropriate where challenge raised issue that could not be asserted as a defense in state prosecution).
Suits seeking declaratory judgments concerning the constitutionality of a criminal statute brought by persons threatened with prosecution for its violation are not precluded if no prosecution is pending in state court at the time the federal suit is brought. Steffel v. Thompson, 415 U.S. 452 (1974) . Injunctive relief is also available if no state suit is pending. Doran v. Salem Inn, Inc., 422 U. S. 922, 928-29 (1975) . But see Hicks v. Miranda, 422 U.S. 332 (1975) (holding that the federal courts must decline to hear civil rights cases that interfere with state ference with state proceedings also contravenes the principles of comity, which require that the courts of one sovereignty respect the proceedings of another. 6 While the application of this branch of abstention to civil proceedings is still unclear, 7 it appears to be restricted to cases in which the concurrent state proceeding involves important state interests, and in which federal adjudication would impair the state's ability to vindicate those interests.
The abstention decisions substantially limit a litigant's right to a federal court adjudication of his entire civil action. The abstention doctrine, however, does not reflect concern with the problems of duplicative litigation." In practice, abstention often delays the resolution of suits and results in duplication of effort. 0 3. Stays in special contexts. Prior to the decision in Colorado River, the Supreme Court recognized a federal court's power to dismiss or stay proceedings in deference to a pending state court action in several limited situations. When both proceedings are in rem or quasi in rem, dismissal of the federal suit is justified by the rule that possession of the res vests the court with the exclusive power to determine all related controversies. 7' The Court's applicaprosecutions if the state action was begun before the federal court held "proceedings of substance on the merits," even if the federal suit was filed first).
" The basic principle of comity is that the system of federalism "will fare best if the States and their institutions are left free to perform their separate functions in their separate ways." Juidice v. Vail, 430 U.S. 327, 334 (1977) (quoting Huffman v. Pursue, Ltd., 420 U.S. 592, 601 (1975) ). Three comity-based concerns are raised when a federal court is asked to interfere with a state criminal proceeding: 1) duplication of effort; 2) negative reflection on the competency of the state court; and 3) disruption of the state's criminal justice system. Bartels, supra note 62, at 43.
The recognition of a strong policy against duplicative suits in this context would have important implication for parallel jurisdiction problems in a private law context. However, the Court has treated this policy as relatively weak in relation to the other comity concerns. See Doran v. Salem Inn, Inc., 422 U. S. 922, 928-29 (1975) ; Bartels, supra note 62, at 42 n.76.
'1 In Vail the Court reserved the question of the applicability of Younger to all civil litigation. Juidice v. Vail, 430 U.S. 327, 336 n.13 (1977) .
" The notion of comity, "a proper respect for state functions," Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37, 44 (1971) , would seem irrelevant unless the state has some institutional stake in the proceedings. In Vail, the Court emphasized the "State's interest in the contempt process." Juidice v. Vail, 430 U.S. 327, 335 (1977) . See Trainor v. Hernandez, 97 S. Ct. 1911 Ct. , 1920 Ct. -21 (1977 tion of this rule to federal-state concurrent proceeding had two rationales: the principle that the first court must control the res in order "to grant the relief sought," and a comity-based notion that dismissal by the federal court serves "to conciliate the distinct and independent tribunals of the States and of the Union" by preventing the friction that would result from the concurrent exercise of control over the same res.
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The Supreme Court has also sanctioned the use of stays in certain admiralty actions. In Langnes v. Green, 3 plaintiff shipowner brought suit in federal district court to establish a limitation of liability pursuant to federal statute. The grant of federal maritime jurisdiction then in effect conferred jurisdiction over admiralty cases, "saving to suitors in all cases the right of a common-law remedy where the common law is competent to give it. ' ' 7 4 The district court enjoined the defendant's concurrent personal injury action in state court and proceeded to judgment, even though the state action had been filed first. The Supreme Court in Langnes ruled that the district court should have stayed itself, because the exercise of federal jurisdiction in such circumstances would interfere with the pending state court action and thus frustrate the purpose of the "'savings" clause. 75 When federal jurisdiction is predicated on the Declaratory Judgment Act, 7 6 stays in deference to state court proceedings have been approved on the ground that the federal court's assumption of jurisdiction to hear such cases is discretionary. 77 In the leading case of Brilihart v. Excess Insurance Co. of America, ' 7 8 Justice Frankfurter indicated that the federal court should stay a declaratory judgment action when "another suit is pending in a state court presenting the same issues, not governed by federal law, between the same parties. ' 7 9 Thus, prior to Colorado River, the Court had approved stays or dismissals in deference to pending state proceedings in certain special situations, but had not articulated any single overarching doc- trine concerning the propriety of stays. 8 0 The Court had sanctioned stays in these special contexts, as it had approved stays and dismissals pursuant to the abstention and forum non conveniens doctrines, only because a strong countervailing policy or some specific statutory authorization justified relaxing the obligation of federal courts to exercise their jurisdiction.'
D. The Propriety of Stays: Lower Court Doctrine Before Colorado River
The lower federal courts have adopted various approaches to the problem of concurrent state and federal actions on the same matter in cases not presenting any of the special circumstances recognized by the Supreme Court as justifying a stay or dismissal. The Tenth Circuit," and possibly the Third 83 and Eighth 84 Circuits, adhere to the view that stays are not justified unless explicitly warranted by Supreme Court precedent. A plurality of the circuits have adopted a broad discretionary standard and have upheld stays in ' Scott v. Germano, 381 U.S. 407 (1965), occasionally considered an abstention case, see Bezanson, supra note 48, at 1113-14 n.35, is perhaps better viewed as one of the "isolated contexts" in which the Court has approved stays. See D. CURRm, FEDERAL CouRTs 681-82 (2d ed. 1976); text and notes at notes 212-213 infra. However, Scott did not involve true parallel litigation, as the parties to the two suits were different. Both the state and federal courts had already determined that the apportionment of the Illinois Senate was unconstitutional; the remaining issue was whether the federal court should continue to exercise jurisdiction to ensure enforcement of the judgment. "I Cf. Currie, The Supreme Court and Federal Jurisdiction: 1975 Term, 1976 S. CT. RzV. 183, 214-15: The Court used to say that when a statute gave jurisdiction a court could not refuse to exercise it . . . . The abstention doctrine is basically in conflict with this principle; so is forum non conveniens. The former doctrine, however, generally preserves the right to return to federal court, and the latter to sue in federal court elsewhere. . . .
[M]ost of the time the Court at least has been fairly careful to confine the cases in which jurisdiction will not be exercised within fairly narrow and specific categories. A2 See, e.g deference to state proceedings in a variety of circumstances. The broad discretionary standard was first announced by the Second Circuit in the landmark case of Mottolese v. Kaufman. 5 That case came up on a mandamus petition to vacate a district court stay 6 of a shareholder derivative suit that had been brought while a consolidated action concerning the same claims and substantially the same defendants was pending in state court. Judge Learned Hand's majority opinion relied on the abstention and declaratory judgment decisions to support the assertion that "[tihere can be no doubt . . . that [the notion that there is an absolute privilege of access to federal courts] is no longer true." 8 Emphasizing the "power inherent in every court to control the disposition of the causes on its docket, 8 8 the court drew an analogy between the power to stay and the forum non conveniens doctrine 89 and concluded that an order to stay a federal court action was a matter for 176 F.2d 301 (2d Cir. 1949 REv. 518 (1972) . The Note's conclusion, that petitions for writs of mandamus under the All Writs Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1651 (1970) , are at present the "most productive channel" for review, is borne out in the caselaw. Some earlier cases limited mandamus to cases not involving the exercise of discretion, thus excluding stay orders from review through the writ, see RCA v. Igoe, 217 F.2d 218 (7th Cir. 1954 ). This limitation is no longer followed by the lower federal courts. Cf. LaBuy v. Howes Leather Co., 352 U.S. 249 (1957) (mandamus is available in situations requiring "supervision" of the lower federal courts); Thermtron Products, Inc. v. Hermansdorfer, 423 U.S. 336 (1976) (writ used to order a district court to reinstate a removed case that had been remanded to state court on improper grounds). Use of the writ to review grants of stays is accepted practice in some circuits. See, e.g., Cotler v. Inter-County Orthopaedic Ass'n, P.A., 526 F.2d 537 (3d Cir. 1975); Thompson v. Boyle, 417 F.2d 1041 (5th Cir. 1969 ), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 972 (1970 Mach-Tronics, Inc. v. Zirpoli, 316 F.2d 820 (9th Cir. 1963 at 303 (quoting Landis v. North American Co., 299 U.S. 248, 254-55 (1936) (holding that a federal district court has power to stay proceedings when a parallel suit is pending in another federal court)).
a "[wie can see no difference in kind between the inconveniences which may arise from compelling a defendant to stand trial at a distance from the place where the transactions have occurred, and compelling him to defend another action on the same claim." 176 F.2d at 303. The dissent convincingly argued for a clear "difference in kind": relegating the litigant to a state court is easily distinguishable from forcing him to bring another action in a different federal district court. See id. at 307 (Frank, J., dissenting); cf. Washington v. General Motors Corp., 406 U.S. 109, 114 (1972), in which the Supreme Court held that the exercise of discretion to decline cases brought under their original jurisdiction was justified in part because of "the availability of the federal district court as an alternative forum." the discretion of the trial court. The only issue facing the appellate court was, therefore, whether that discretion had been abused. The court stated that the Supreme Court's abstention decision in Meredith v. Winter Haven" required that the defendant show some "positive reason" to stay the federal action. In Judge Hand's view, the mere fact of duplication supplied that reason, for "equity has always interfered to prevent multiplicity of suits." 9 ' The court saw no reason to prefer the federal suit, since there had been no showing that it would come to trial earlier than the state court action. Because the state court's discovery procedure was inadequate, however, the Second Circuit conditioned the stay on the defendants' consent to the use of the federal discovery rules in the state litigation. 2 The Mottolese analysis, particularly in its use of Meredith, indicates that the court considered the power to stay pending the termination of state court proceedings to be an aspect of the abstention doctrine. Several later Second Circuit cases make this assumption explicit." Judge Hand equated Meredith's "exceptional circumstances" with a showing of some "positive reason" to support a stay. The Mottolese dissent emphasized that the two formulations were different, arguing that the mere existence of a parallel suit might constitute a "positive reason" to stay but not an "exceptional circumstance." 9 4 Subsequent cases interpret Mottolese as granting the trial judge substantial discretion in deciding whether to issue a stay. 5 Three other circuits have recognized a broad discretionary power to stay. In the case of Aetna State Bank v. Altheimer, 5 the " 320 U. S. 228 (1943) , discussed at text and notes at notes 49-50 supra. REv. 518, 520-21 (1972) . See also 176 F.2d at 307 (Frank, J., dissenting) (the presence of one other suit is a "slim basis" for invoking the multiplicity of suits doctrine).
,2 176 F.2d at 304. This aspect of the decision has been criticized as encouraging duplicative actions solely to procure federal discovery and as an unwarranted intrusion on the state legislature's right to prescribe state judicial procedure. Seventh Circuit reasoned that the power to stay constitutes an aspect of the abstention doctrine and invoked the "ever increasing workload of our courts" as a basis for viewing a parallel state court proceeding as an "exceptional circumstance." 9 7 The Fourth Circuit has reached an identical result on similar reasoning. In Weiner v. Shearson, Hammill & Co. 9 the Ninth Circuit also adopted a broad discretionary standard, but did not rely on an equation of parallel jurisdiction and abstention."' The Weiner court found that the restrictions on the abstention doctrine imposed by the Supreme Court in Meredith v. Winter Haven"'0 have no application to stays in cases involving a pending state proceeding, since abstention is not dependent on parallel litigation. 10° The concerns that counsel against the exercise of concurrent jurisdiction-friction between the courts, waste of judicial resources, burdens on the litigants, and the unseemliness of a race to judgment-are generally absent in cases raising the question of abstention, for abstention operates to "relegat[e] the parties to an as yet uncommenced action in the state courts.' 1 3 The court thought that these distinctive considerations are sufficient to justify a separate doctrine allowing trial courts to stay proceedings pending the resolution of parallel state litigation.
The courts that recognize broad trial court discretion have attempted to identify the factors relevant to the decision whether to stay." 4 The most significant factors are the similarity of issues and v. Will, 560 F.2d 792 (7th Cir. 1977 Mach-Tronics, Inc. v. Zirpoli, 316 F.2d 820, 824-28 (9th Cir. 1963) .
101 320 U. S. 228 (1943) . 1" 521 F.2d at 820.
'
Id. at 821.
I
The most comprehensive collection of the factors involved in ruling on stays is in Annot., 5 A.L.R. Fed. 10 (1970 parties in the two suits,'° the priority of the actions in time,," the good faith of the litigants,' 7 and the basis of federal jurisdiction asserted.' 8 The courts have generally refused to adopt per se rules,' 9 and instead leave the determination to a balancing of all the factors." 0 The Fifth Circuit has taken a distinctive approach to the parallel proceedings problem, an approach that rejects both the permissive view endorsed by a plurality of the circuits and the strict conservative view epitomized by the Tenth Circuit."' In Thompson v. Boyle," 2 the court refused to issue a writ of mandamus to vacate a stay pending the disposition of a parallel action in the Louisiana state court. The Fifth Circuit found "compelling reasons" for the ' See, e.g., Ferguson v. Tabah, 288 F.2d 665 (2d Cir. 1961 Where jurisdiction is predicated solely on diversity of citizenship and only state law issues are involved, the courts are usually receptive to a motion to stay. See, e.g., Lewis v. Dansker, 68 F.R.D. 184, 193 (S.D.N.Y. 1975 For a discussion of the relevance of the basis of federal jurisdiction to the decision to grant a stay, see text and notes at notes 215-217 infra.
'I" But see Universal Gypsum of Georgia, Inc. v. American Cyanamid Co., 390 F. Supp. 824, 830 (S.D.N.Y. 1975 ) (adopting a rule that a district court will order a stay when an instate plaintiff brings a diversity action raising only state law issues and a previously or simultaneously commenced action is pending in the courts of his own state).
11 For example, several courts have granted stays without requiring the parties to be the same or the issues to be identical if the parallel state proceeding will resolve major issues or defenses and facilitate the litigation of the federal suit. See, e.g., Klein v. Walston & Co., 432 F.2d 936 (2d Cir. 1970 S. 426, 431, 436 (1948) , and Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 148 (1967) ).
I" This conclusion ignores h critical distinction between the declaratory judgment and abstention theories-the exercise of jurisdiction under the Declaratory Judgment Act is expressly discretionary. See note 77 supra; Borchard, Discretion to Refuse Jurisdiction of Actions for Declaratory Judgments, 26 MIN. L. REv. 677, 692 (1942) :
[The] considerations which led to the adoption of the declaratory action, namely, convenience, expediency, need, desirability, public interest or policy . . . necessarily import the employment of discretion, so that as opposed to the general though by no means universal rule in action* at law or in equity, the action for a declaratory judgment of the stay power, because the state suit had been filed prior to the federal action, some of the parties to the state suit were not before the federal court, and there was no indication that a stay would be "unfair" to PPG. 2 '
Thus, by the time the Supreme Court finally came to consider the power of federal courts to stay themselves in deference to parallel state proceedings, the trend in the lower courts was toward broad stay power.' 22 The lower court decisions had thoroughly explored the possible approaches, and those circuits that recognized a broad power to stay had delineated appropriate considerations to guide its exercise.
II. COLORADO RIVER WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT V. UNITED
STATES
The stay question reached the Supreme Court in the 1976 case of Colorado River Water Conservation District v. United States.' 23 The case was unusual in many respects, and its background deserves detailed explication. The controversy began when the United States brought suit in federal district court seeking a declaration of certain water rights. Federal jurisdiction was based on section 1345 of the Judicial Code, which vests the district courts with original jurisdiction of suits brought by the United States.
' 24 The Colorado River Water Conservation District intervened as a defendant in order to file a motion to dismiss, and other intervenors followed. Two months after federal suit was brought, one of the intervenors filed a motion in a state forum, Colorado Water Division 7,'2 seeking to join the United States in proceedings to adjudicate the same in the federal courts does not lie automatically but only where a useful purpose will be served. The PPG court expressly refused to decide whether the pendency of a state court action would constitute an exceptional circumstance in a legal action. 478 F.2d at 681-82. 21 water rights involved in the federal suit. The United States was joined as a defendant and served with process pursuant to the McCarran Amendment,' 28 by which the federal government consents to be sued in proceedings for the adjudication or administration of "rights to the use of water of a river system or other source.' ' 27 A motion to dismiss was then filed in the district court, on the ground that the McCarran Amendment precludes federal courts from assuming jurisdiction over water rights cases. The district court did not decide this issue, but granted the motion on abstention grounds.
On appeal the Tenth Circuit reversed,' 2 8 holding that the McCarran Amendment simply allowed the Government to be joined as a defendant in a state water rights action in which it was a necessary party and did not by implication prohibit the United States from litigating its water rights as a plaintiff in a federal Id. at 121-22.
'
Abstention was arguably proper because of the presence of "difficult questions of state law bearing on policy problems of substantial public import whose importance transcends the result in the case then at bar," 424 U.S. at 814. See text and notes at notes 58-60 supra. In fact, the parties argued the case on abstention grounds and the briefs did not discuss the parallel proceedings issue. The federal action involved water claims based on both state and did not preclude the United States from suing in federal court,' 32 the Court ruled that the district court's dismissal of the action was nonetheless proper. The Court distinguished parallel jurisdiction problems from the considerations underlying the abstention doctrine:
Although this case falls within none of the abstention categories, there are principles unrelated to considerations of proper constitutional adjudication and regard for federal-state relations which govern in situations involving the contemporaneous exercise of concurrent jurisdiction, either by federal courts or by state and federal courts. These principles rest on considerations of "[w]ise judicial administration, giving regard to conservation of judicial resources and comprehensive disposition of litigation.
33
The Court stated that when the parallel action is in a state court, the power to dismiss in deference to the parallel proceeding is limited by the "virtually unflagging obligation of the federal courts to exercise the jurisdiction given them. ' 134 The circumstances that justify dismissal in deference to a state proceeding must, therefore, be "exceptional,' ' 3 and "the circumstances permitting the dismissal of a federal suit due to the presence of a concurrent state proceeding for reasons of wise judicial administration are considerably more limited than the circumstances appropriate for abstention."' 3 6 The Court then enumerated factors relevant to the determination of whether "exceptional circumstances" exist, including the friction that attends the exercise by two courts of concurrent jurisdiction 
1977]
The University of Chicago Law Review commencement of the respective suits."" In Colorado River the decisive factor in favor of a stay was "[tihe clear federal policy" evinced by the McCarran Amendment: "the avoidance of piecemeal adjudication of water rights in a river system."' 4 The Court analogized the policy of the McCarran Amendment to the basis of the rule that in in rem cases jurisdiction must be yielded to the court that first acquired control over the res. In both in rem and water rights cases, the Court stated, the goal is to avoid "the generation of additional litigation through permitting inconsistent dispositions of property.'1 2 The opinion noted four additional factors supporting the district court's dismissal:' 4 the federal action had not proceeded beyond the filing of the complaint; "the extensive involvement of state water rights occasioned by this suit"; the distance-300 miles-between the Denver district court and the court in Division 7; and the Government's participation in similar proceedings in other Colorado courts. ' In dissent, Justice Stewart, joined by Justices Blackmun and Stevens, agreed that abstention was inappropriate, but viewed that determination as leading "ineluctably to the conclusion that the District Court was wrong in dismissing the complaint. Id. "This concern is heightened with respect to water rights, the relationships among which are highly interdependent." But see text and notes at notes 147-49 infra.
,13 Although the Court's discussion never mentions a stay of the federal action as an alternative to dismissal, the analysis is equally applicable to determining the propriety of a stay. The technical distinction that a stay does not involve relinquishing jurisdiction but merely postpones its exercise is of little practical importance. A stay in deference to parallel proceedings will usually have the same effect as a dismissal because of the effects of res judicata. Stewart criticized the majority's reliance on the in rem precedents to support the dismissal of an in personam action. He argued that the in rem doctrine "applies only when exclusive control over the subject matter is necessary to effectuate a court's judgment," and that the determination of water rights did not require the federal court to obtain in rem or quasi in rem jurisdiction over the river. 4 ' The dissent also found fault with the majority's factual assumptions, characterizing the majority's view that dismissal of the federal suit would avoid piecemeal litigation as "simply wrong."' 47 If the federal suit were to reach judgment first, its decree easily could be incorporated into the state court's water rights tabulation.' Federal court adjudication of the Government's claim would thus be "neither more nor less 'piecemeal' than state court adjudication of the same claims."' As additional factors militating in favor of the exercise of federal jurisdiction, the dissent noted that some of the issues in the suit related to federal law 150 and that Indian claims were involved. 5 1 In a separate dissent, Justice Stevens added the presence of the United States as plaintiff as a factor supporting retention of federal jurisdiction.' 5 2 Although the case presented a highly unusual example of parallel proceedings, the Court's discussion of the "principles governing the contemporaneous exercise of concurrent jurisdiction" clearly has broader implications.' 53 The Court pointed out that the policy considerations implicated in abstention cases differ from those relevant to cases of parallel state-federal proceedings. 5 4 Abstention " Id. at 822. This criticism of the majority's analogy to in rem cases is well-supported by the caselaw. See, e.g., Commonwealth Trust Co. v rests on principles of proper constitutional adjudication and on regard for federal-state relationships, whereas federal court stays in deference to pending state court proceedings are based on a concern for "wise judicial administration." The Court concluded that while concerns of judicial efficiency alone might justify stays to avoid duplicative litigation in two federal courts, the obligation to exercise federal jurisdiction outweighs such concerns when the parallel suit is pending in a state court. The circuits that follow the pragmatic view and defer readily to the discretion of the trial court in granting stays had deemphasized this distinction and applied essentially the same criteria in reviewing stays in deference to state court proceedings as those applied to stays in deference to proceedings in another federal court.' 5 5
Colorado River's analysis of the considerations involved in determining the existence of "exceptional circumstances" does suggest a balancing test, but the considerations differ significantly from those balanced by the circuit courts. On one side is the obligation to exercise jurisdiction, and on the other the circumstances counseling against concurrent federal proceedings. As the Court's dissenters pointed out, however, special factors that cut in favor of exercising federal jurisdiction-factors such as the involvement of Indian rights and the presence of the United States as plaintiff-should also be considered. It may be true that "there is no scale in which the balancing process called for . . . can take place";'!' Colorado River itself provides little guidance on how its balancing test is to be applied. 5 7 Some assistance, however, can be drawn from the Supreme Court's treatment of concurrent jurisdiction problems in related contexts.
'
See text and notes at notes 104-110 supra. "I The Colorado River opinion expressly reserved opinion on even the most proximate consequences of its analysis:
We need not decide, for example, whether, despite the McCarran Amendment, dismissal would be warranted if more extensive proceedings had occurred in the District Court prior to dismissal, if the involvement of state water rights were less extensive than it is here, or if the state proceeding were in some respect inadequate to resolve the federal claims.
Whether similar considerations would permit dismissal of a water suit brought by a private party in federal district court is a question we need not now decide. 424 U.S. at 820 & n.26.
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III. APPLICATION OF THE EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES STANDARD
The Supreme Court has approved stays or dismissals amounting to a refusal to exercise federal jurisdiction in circumstances where it has discovered a strong countervailing policy embodied in a federal statute or developed by the federal courts that counterbalances the obligation to exercise jurisdiction. This development suggests a rationale for the power to decline jurisdiction, a rationale that can guide courts in the exercise of that power. The obligation to exercise jurisdiction is based on the deference due the congressional policy judgments that underlie the broadly drawn grants of jurisdiction.' 5 8 Courts will not inquire whether the policy justification underlying the grant of jurisdiction applies in the particular case. In a diversity suit, for example, a court does not ask whether the defendant in that case needs to be protected from local bias. But when a stay or dismissal would further a more particularized policy, the obligation to exercise jurisdiction may be outweighed. The obligation can also be overcome if Congress has indicated that the policy supporting the exercise of federal jurisdiction is not compelling in the particular case. Thus, the consent to suit provision involved in Colorado River arguably represented a Congressional judgment that state courts are adequate to adjudicate federal interests in water rights cases, and concomitantly that the policy underlying the grant of jurisdiction where the United States sues as plaintiff is not particularly compelling when the United States sues for a declaration of its water rights. Similarly, in Langnes v. Green,'59 the savings clause in the grant of admiralty jurisdiction expressed a judgment that common law remedies should be preserved, and that policy judgment supported a stay of the federal action where the exercise of properly-invoked federal jurisdiction might result in the destruction of the federal defendant's common law rights.
This analysis of Colorado River, the Court's distinction between abstention and parallel jurisdiction doctrines notwithstand- THE BUSINESS OF THE SUPREME COURT 10 (1927) (the federal government should be able to "fashion its own judicial machinery for enforcing its claims and safeguarding its agents against the obstructions and prejudices of local authorities").
1" 282 U.S. 531 (1931), discussed at text and notes at notes 73-75 supra.
ing, suggests that the "exceptional circumstances" language means essentially the same thing in both contexts: declining jurisdiction is justified only if it is warranted by "some recognized public policy or defined principle guiding the exercise of the jurisdiction conferred."' ' 0 Stays should be granted only in those cases in which such a policy or principle can be positively identified. The remainder of this comment examines the implications of this analysis for the treatment of certain common situations in which stays have heretofore been thought appropriate.
A. Priority of Suit
Repetitive and Reactive Suits.
Many courts that view stays as largely within the discretion of the trial court have considered temporal priority of suit as an important, indeed controlling, factor in determining the propriety of a stay. Under certain circumstances, priority of suit can also be considered an "exceptional circumstance" because congressional policy judgments implicit in the restrictions on the removal of causes from state to federal courts'"' can be invoked to counterbalance the obligation to exercise jurisdiction. These policies become relevant when a federal suit is brought after the parallel state suit.
Repetitive federal suits arise when the plaintiff in an already commenced state suit (SP) sues the state defendant (SD) in federal court. The right to remove, however, is expressly limited to the party or parties designated as defendants in the state suit; the plaintiff could not remove even if the defendant in the state court asserts a federal defense or counterclaim. 62 This limitation arguably expresses a policy determination that it is not unfair to make the plaintiff abide by his initial choice of forum.' That policy should counterbalance the obligation to exercise jurisdiction in the subse-160 Meredith v. Winter Haven, 320 U.S. 228, 234 (1943) . See text and notes at notes 49-50 supra. quent repetitive federal suit.
Reactive federal suits arise when SD sues SP in federal court on a claim that either arises out of, or is intimately related to, the same transaction or occurrence that is the subject of SP's state suit, or seeks a declaration that he is not liable on SP's claim. If the prior state suit is removable, the interests of judicial economy dictate that the federal suit should be stayed or dismissed, forcing SD to employ the removal procedure. 6 ' Because access to the federal court is not foreclosed, this result does not necessarily involve an abdication of the duty to exercise jurisdiction." 5 Although the state defendant is entitled to a federal forum, the avoidance of duplicative litigation justifies declining the exercise of concurrent jurisdiction, thus forcing the state defendant to use the more efficient and convenient method of removal. 66 If SP's claim is not removable and SD brings an action within the original jurisdiction of the federal court, the propriety of a stay depends on whether there is an articulable policy behind the unavailability of removal that indicates that the general policy underlying the jurisdictional basis invoked by SD is not especially important in the particular case. Where SD simply wishes to litigate the validity of SP's claim in a federal forum and, removal being unavailable, brings an action for declaratory or injunctive relief to that effect, 6 ' it is not particularly difficult to identify a policy judgment in the restrictions on removal that might counterbalance the obligation to exercise jurisdiction.
An examination of three typical situations in which the state suit is not removable but in which SD could bring a subsequent " See Yale Note, supra note 92, at 988.
"
See Columbia Note, supra note 104, at 704. This analysis is similar to that used to justify the application of forum non conveniens, see Gulf Oil Corp. v. Gilbert, 330 U.S. 501 (1947) , discussed at text and notes at notes 38-47 supra, and the discretionary power of the Supreme Court to decline to hear cases brought within its original jurisdiction. See note 89 supra.
I" If the defendant failed to employ the removal procedures and removal becomes timebarred or waived, a stay would be warranted to prevent circumvention of the statutory restrictions on removal. See Columbia Note, supra note 104, at 704.
"I See, e.g., PPG Industries, Inc. v. Continental Oil Co., 478 F.2d 674 (5th Cir. 1973 ), discussed at text and notes at notes 114-121 supra. If only declaratory relief is sought, Brillhart v. Excess Ins. Co., 316 U.S. 491 (1942) , discussed at text and notes at notes 76-79 supra, grants the federal court broad discretionary authority to decline jurisdiction. A request for injunctive relief takes the case out of the Brillhart rule if the injunction sought is not merely incidental to the declaratory relief sought. The grant of equity jurisdiction was not motivated by the convenience and expediency considerations that led to the adoption of the declaratory action, considerations that justify declining jurisdiction when it would be inconvenient to assume it. See note 120 supra. federal suit will illustrate the analysis.' 6 8 First, SD cannot remove a claim brought against him by SP even though he has a defense based on federal law. ' 69 This rule reflects a policy that the state forum is adequate to adjudicate a state-based claim and any asserted defenses.' 70 Second, if SP's claim against SD satisfies the requirements for diversity jurisdiction, SD cannot remove if he is a resident of the state in which the state suit was brought.' 7 ' The congressional judgment behind the unavailability of removal in this circumstance is that the defendant does not need the protection from local bias that the diversity jurisdiction provides.' 7 2 Third, if SP's claim involves more than $10,000, and SP and SD are diverse, removal is unavailable if the state suit involves other defendants not diverse to SP, and SP's claim against SD is not separable and independent.' 73 Nonremovability in this context expresses a judgment that SD does not require protection from possible local bias because the possiblity of bias is minimal when the parties aligned on one side of a state suit include among their members a nondiverse party. In all these situations the same policy that justifies nonremovability-the judgment that the state forum is adequate-can also counterbalance the obligation to exercise jurisdiction in a reactive federal suit brought by SD seeking to adjudicate SP's claim in a federal forum. 175 I" The list is not exhaustive. For example, another limitation on removal that would support a stay is that which holds that when the action sought to be removed is premised on diversity jurisdiction, diversity must exist at the time of the petition for removal and at the time of the filing of the original complaint. See Gibson v. Bruce, 108 U.S. 561 (1883). This requirement is imposed to prevent the defendant from changing his domicile after the state action is filed in order to create diversity for removal purposes. If the defendant acquires a new domicile and then brings a reactive suit, the policy behind the nonavailability of removal counterbalances the obligation to exercise jurisdiction. The identification of policies in the limitations on removal that can counterbalance the obligation to exercise jurisdiction is more problematic in the case in which SD's federal suit asserts an affirmative claim for relief on a cause of action arising out of the same transaction or occurrence that is the subject of SP's nonremovable claim in state court. A defendant cannot remove a state suit on the ground that he possesses a federally cognizable counterclaim. 7 ' However, if SD brings a federal action, the rules of claim and issue preclusion will operate so that a judgment in either the state suit (SP v. SD) or the subsequently-commenced federal suit (SD v. SP) will, for all practical purposes, conclude the proceedings in the other forum. 77 If the state proceeding reaches judgment prior to the Act] is not the equivalent of a removal, and must satisfy the conditions imposed upon such actions").
In suits for a declaratory judgment federal jurisdiction is determined as if the suit were a coercive one. See Skelly Oil Co. v. Phillips Petroleum Co., 339 U.S. 667, 673-74 (1950) ; Allegheny Airlines, Inc. v. Pennsylvania Public Util. Comm'n, 465 F.2d 237, 241 (3d Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 410 U.S. 943 (1973) . The federal courts therefore would not normally have jurisdiction over SD's reactive suit if SD asserts a federal defense as the basis for nonliability on SP's claim, SP's claim is based on state law, and SP and SD are not diverse. Even when these circumstances are met, SD might yet be able to frame his claim to state a federal cause of action, as in a civil rights suit seeking to restrain state civil proceedings. See text and notes at notes 61-68 supra. One commentator's analysis of the effect of Colorado River in federal civil rights cases concludes that the policy behind nonremovability on the basis of a federal defense is "at least as strong" as the policy discerned in the McCarran Amendment in Colorado River, thus warranting dismissal of a federal civil rights suit if the state proceeding sought to be restrained was filed first. See Bartels, supra note 62, at 80-81. See also D. CuR- REC. 15088-96 (1971) .
Several courts hold that the counterclaim may be considered in determining the amount in controversy in the state case. For example, if the plaintiff sues a diverse defendant in state court, claiming less than $10,000 damages, and the defendant counterclaims for more than $10,000, the defendant would have the right to remove since the amount in controversy exceeds $10,000. See, e.g., National Upholstery Co. v. Corley, 144 F. Supp. 658 (M.D.N.C. 1956 ); Lange v. Chicago, R.I. & P.R.R., 99 F. Supp. 1 (D. Iowa 1951) . Professor Wright thinks that it is "perfectly consistent with the statute to hold that a claim that arises from the transaction sued on and that, by the relevant state law, must either be asserted in the action or forever barred, is in controversy." C. WmGrrr, supra note 48, at 144. The majority of courts reject this analysis. See, e.g., Cabe v. Pennwalt Corp., 372 F. Supp. 780 (W.D.N.C. 1974); West Virginia State Bar v. Bostic, 351 F. Supp. 1118 (S.D.W. Va. 1972 . Professor Moore supports this position, relying on the intent of Congress to limit removal jurisdiction and the argument that federal removal practice should not be dependent on state procedural rules determining the status of a counterclaim as permissive or compulsory. 1A MOORE's FEDERAL PRACTIcE T 0.167181, at 409 (2d ed. 1974) .
"I Claim preclusion would conclude the federal proceedings were the state suit to reach judgment first, as the claim asserted in federal court would be a compulsory counterclaim in federal suit, the federal proceeding will have been utterly wasteful; if the federal suit reaches judgment first, SD may accomplish the effect of removal-federal adjudication of the controversy--even though removal itself is not available. To ascribe a policy judgment to the nonavailability of removal in this situation, however, would be to say that the policy justifications underlying the grants of jurisdiction are in some mysterious way diminished simply because the events forming the basis of the federally cognizable claim also give rise to a state cause of action and the state claim happened to be filed first. The only possible justification for the rule that a defendant cannot remove on the basis of a counterclaim is to prevent the abuse of filing a barely colorable counterclaim in state court in order to effect removal. This justification is essentially unrelated to the importance of exercising of federal jurisdiction in most cases, and the unavailability of removal in this situation therefore has little or no relevance to the propriety of a stay. 1 7 8 Nevertheless, there will be cases where the policy underlying the nonremovability of SP's claim is applicable despite SD's assertion of an affirmative cause of action in federal court. For example, if removal on the basis of diversity of citizenship is not available because SD is a resident of the state in which the state suit was brought, and hence does not in theory need protection from local bias, the policy judgment underlying the restriction on removal should usually warrant staying a subsequently commenced federal suit and thus effectively requiring SD to submit his counterclaim for adjudication in the state court. 7 ' the state suit. See note 1 supra. A judgment first on the federal claim would not necessarily conclude the state proceedings. SP would not be required to assert his claim against SD in the federal suit under FED. R. Civ. P. 13(a), which provides that a counterclaim is not compulsory if "at the time the action was commenced the claim was the subject of another pending action." It is likely, however, that SP would assert his claim, if only to protect himself. See Feinberg, Establishing Jurisdictional Amount by a Counterclaim, 21 Mo. L. REv. 243, 250 (1956) . Moreover, if the same facts constitute both a ground for defense in the state suit and for the counterclaim, issue preclusion would apply to conclude the state litigation. For example, in City of Ironton v. Harrison Constr. Co., 212 F. 353 (6th Cir. 1914) , the city sued the construction company for breach of contract in state court, and the company then sued the city in federal court alleging breach of the same contract. The federal judgment would conclude the state suit whether or not the city asserted its counterclaim in the subsequent federal action.
"I The Congressional design thus actually encourages duplicative litigation by creating a class of cases in which neither party to a state suit can remove but one of the litigants is entitled to bring an original action in federal court and gamble on winning a race to judgment. Whichever court wins the race will effectively decide the controversy-hardly a reasonable or principled way to effect the division of responsibility between the federal and state courts. A court has some discretion over the maintenance of certain class actions. To certify a "common question" class action under rule 23(b)(3), a court must find that "a class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy."' ' 86 One of the four factors listed as pertinent to that determination is "the extent and nature of any litigation concerning the controversy already commenced by or against members of the class."' ' 8 1 Several courts have invoked this factor in refusing to certify a class action when other related class suits are pending.' 8 The common question class action can be viewed as a device for achieving comprehensive and efficient adjudication of related claims.' 8 A duplicative class action undercuts the economies that would otherwise be realized, and is typically unnecessary to avoid the inefficiencies of individual litigation. 10 That substantial attorneys' fees are awarded those who successfully prosecute certain class actions and derivative suits also sup-, ' See, e.g., Rosenfeld v. Black, 445 F.2d 1337 , 1341 (2d Cir. 1971 . See, e.g., Mottolese v. Kaufman, 176 F.2d 301, 301-02 (2d Cir. 1949) ; Georgia Ass'n of Educators v. Harris, 403 F. Supp. 961, 963-64 (N.D. Ga. 1975 " Mitchell v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 446 F.2d 90, 107 (10th Cir. 1971); Barkel v. Chas. Pfizer & Co., 51 F.R.D. 504, 505 (S.D.N.Y. 1970) .
" I See Developments in the Law-Class Actions, 89 HAv. L. Rv. 1318 , 1341 -42 (1976 ; Advisory Committee's Note, 1966 Amendments, FED. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3) ("Subdivision (b)(3) encompasses those cases in which a class action would achieve economies of time, effort, and expense, and promote uniformity of decision as to persons similarly situated, without sacrificing procedural fairness or bringing about other undesirable results.").
11o A refusal to allow the action is therefore justified by the policies of Rule 23. This analysis is similar to that used to justify stays when federal jurisdiction is invoked pursuant to the Declaratory Judgment Act. See text and notes at notes 76-79 supra.
ports the exercise of the power to stay.
9 ' The award of attorneys' fees reflects a public policy in favor of such suits as a means to redress small claims and, in the case of derivative actions, to control corporate management.' 9 2 If a subsequently filed federal class action or derivative suit is not stayed, however, the plaintiff who filed first could lose such fees if the federal court reaches judgment first. This situation presents great possibilities for unfairness, since the first plaintiff may have incurred substantial expenses,' 93 and the second plaintiff may have simply plagiarized the first plaintiff's complaint.' 94 A final characteristic of class and derivative actions, the high incidence of strike suits,' 95 also argues in favor of the power to stay." 9 The availability of two forums in which to litigate a class action or derivative suit unnecessarily increases the nuisance value of threatened litigation.
These considerations-the efficiency justification for class action treatment and the heightened possibilities of unfairness in multiple class proceedings-invite a finding of exceptional circumstances within the Colorado River standard. Such a finding should be conditioned on a determination that the federal plaintiffs are adequately represented in the state suit' 97 and that the state suit is proceeding normally.' 9 8
When an individual federal court action is predicated on a claim that is also the subject of a class action already pending in state court, the general priority rule is subject to qualification. federal plaintiff opts out of the state class action under the state's rule, a stay should not be granted.' 9 9 If he does not opt out, he has in effect chosen the state forum, and a stay of the federal action is warranted. However, if the state class action rule does not permit the class members to opt out, the federal plaintiffs individual suit should ordinarily be allowed to proceed. Because the federal plaintiff has not chosen the state forum, the policy analysis of the removal statutes and the special considerations regarding class action or derivative suits do not apply.
B. The Avoidance of Piecemeal Litigation
In Colorado River, the Supreme Court included the avoidance of piecemeal litigation as a consideration relevant to determining the propriety of a stay."" The policy against piecemeal litigation has been given significant weight in the development of the doctrines of ancillary and pendent jurisdiction. 0 ' These doctrines empower a federal court, in the interests of "judicial economy, convenience, and fairness to litigants, ' 22 to assume jurisdiction over claims that do not independently satisfy the jurisdictional requirements. When these interests are advanced to justify declining federal jurisdiction rather than to justify exercising it, however, Colorado River's implication that concerns about judicial economy cannot overcome the "I See, e.g., FED. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(2), providing that the notice required in (b)(3) class actions "shall advise each member that . . . the court will exclude him from the class if he so requests by a specified date."
If the plaintiff has opted out, he may not take advantage of the class judgment through issue preclusion, even in those jurisdictions that have abandoned the mutuality requirement. See, e.g obligation to exercise jurisdiction 2 " 3 seems applicable. The greater comprehensiveness of the parallel state suit therefore should not itself constitute an exceptional circumstance. Indeed, application of the doctrines of pendent and ancillary jusrisdiction could in some cases broaden the scope of the federal suit so that the federal court would be an equally efficient forum." 4 Although the probability of piecemeal litigation cannot constitute an exceptional circumstance, it will sometimes work in tandem with the removal policies to support a stay. For example, when the prior state suit involves state claims between parties who are not completely diverse and one of the diverse defendants brings a reactive federal suit less comprehensive than the state suit, 2 5 both the removal policy and piecemeal litigation policy would strongly counsel a finding of exceptional circumstances sufficient to warrant staying the federal suit.
On the other hand, the two policies will sometimes conflict. When a plaintiffs federal action is more comprehensive than a prior nonremovable state suit in which he is named as a defendant, the desire to avoid piecemeal litigation might lead the federal court to deny a stay even if the nonremovability of the state suit represents a policy judgment supporting declining jurisdiction. If the factual issues common to both suits are separable from many of the issues that are before the federal court only, a stay of the federal proceedings could be limited to the common issues. 2 8 The difficulty arises in cases where the factual inquiries are intertwined. In such a situation, the policy against piecemeal litigation points toward denying the stay: to stay the federal suit would be to decline jurisdiction in 10 See text and notes at notes 134-136, 153-155 supra. 210 See, e.g., Chintala v. Diamond Reo Trucks, Inc., 393 F. Supp. 1392 (E.D. Pa. 1975 . Chintala brought a diversity suit in federal court seeking damages against Diamond Reo under the Pennsylvania wrongful death and survival statutes. Two weeks later Chintala commenced an action in Pennsylvania state court for similar relief, but named a different defendant. The state defendant brought in four other defendants, including Diamond Reo. Diamond Reo threatened to bring in the four other state defendants as third-party defendants in the federal action. Although ancillary jurisdiction attaches to cross-claims and the federal suit could have been broadened, the district court stayed the federal suit on the ground that the state proceedings were more comprehensive than the federal suit.
Jurisdictional requirements such as complete diversity will often make pendent and ancillary jurisdiction unavailable to cure the federal suit's lack of comprehensiveness. See, e.g., Thompson v. Boyle, 417 F.2d 1041 (5th Cir. 1969 favor of a less comprehensive suit, thus ensuring a piecemeal resolution of the controversy. The possibility of piecemeal litigation will remain, however, even if the stay is denied, since the state suit could reach judgment before the federal suit-a likely result in view of the priority of the state suit and the greater comprehensiveness of the federal proceedings.
This conflict can be resolved by viewing the propriety of. a stay as dependent on the degree to which the federal proceeding is more comprehensive than the parallel state action. If it is significantly more comprehensive, the presumption underlying the nonremovability of the state suit-the adequacy of the state forum-is rebutted, and the motion for a stay should be denied. 2 1 7 Moreover, the presence of additional parties and issues before the federal court lessens the likelihood of unnecessary duplication of effort. Since parties not before the state court will not be bound by the state court judgment, relitigation of the factual issues in federal court is inevitable and cannot be avoided by a stay. In addition, duplication of effort may be avoided altogether since the state court might stay the proceedings before it in deference to the more comprehensive federal suit. 9 If the federal forum is an inconvenient location for the litigation, the less drastic remedy of transfer 0 will typically cure the inconvenience. But when the federal court is substantially more convenient than the state forum, policies favoring a stay of the federal action may be overridden. Because the adequacy of the state forum is doubtful, the stay should not be granted. Furthermore, the state court might decide to invoke the doctrine of forum non conveniens and dismiss the suit before it. 2 "
"0 See, e.g., Ferguson v. Tabah, 288 F.2d 665, 672 (2d Cir. 1961 (1970) . The Court in Colorado River notes the geographic distance between the district court and the court in Division 7 as one of the "significant" factors supporting dismissal. 424 U.S. at 820. As the dissenters point out, however, the district court was authorized to sit in Durango, the headquarters of Division 7. Id. at 823-24 n.6. The convenience factors should weigh heavily in favor of a stay or dismissal only in cases in which no available federal forum is convenient. 
D. Miscellaneous Factors
It is impossible to construct an exhaustive list of the factors that might be pertinent to determining whether exceptional circumstances exist-a discussion of the issue prior to Colorado River would have been unlikely to spot the relevance of the McCarran Amendment. Another example of a unique policy operative in a small number of cases is provided by the case of Scott v. Germano.
1 2
The Germano case will serve to suggest the variety of considerations potentially involved.
In Germano, the Supreme Court ordered the district court to vacate its orders invalidating the apportionment of the Illinois Senate. The orders required the defendants to submit any proposed implementation or amendment of the apportionment laws to the court for approval and, if they submitted no such changes, to show cause why the senators should not be elected on an at-large basis. The Court also directed the district court to stay the proceedings before it in deference to an Illinois Supreme Court ruling invalidating the apportionment. Although the district court had plenary jurisdiction, the Court held that the policy of encouraging "appropriate action by the States" in apportionment cases dictated that the district court refrain from further exercise of that jurisdiction. 21 3 Although both the federal and state courts had reached judgment in Germano, the policy favoring deference to state court proceedings that the Court relied upon would seem equally pertinent to the stay issue in cases of concurrent state and federal apportionment challenges. That policy consideration would arguably warrant staying the federal suit.
Even when a policy counterbalancing the obligation to exercise jurisdiction can be identified, whether it be a policy underlying the removal statutes or a more particularized policy like those in Colorado River or Germano, other factors might favor the exercise of jurisdiction. The implicit categorical assumption that the state forum is adequate may be rebutted in individual cases by, among (D.V.I. 1976 ), a reactive suit filed in the District of the Virgin Islands. Despite the pendency of a prior suit filed in a Puerto Rican court, the district judge refused to stay the federal action because the events giving rise to the litigation centered in the Virgin Islands, Virgin Island law would apply under choice of law rules, and other, related lawsuits were pending before him. He concluded, "I find it hard to believe that judicial economy and litigants' interests would not better be served by the Puerto Rican court staying its own proceedings." Id. at 698. See Lansverk v. Studebaker-Packard Corp., 54 Wash. 2d 124, 134-35, 338 P.2d 747, 752-53 (1959) Mach-Tronics, Inc. v. Zirpoli, 316 F.2d 820, 832-33 (9th Cir. 1963) . See Vestal, Reactive Litigation, 47 IOWA L. REv. 11, 26-27 (1961) . The seventh amendment right to jury trial has not been extended to the states through the fourteenth amendment. See Curtis v. Loether, 415 U. S. 189, 192 n.6 (1974) . Rachal v. Hill, 435 F.2d 59 (5th Cir. 1970 ), cert. denied, 403 U.S. 904 (1971 , suggests that principles of collateral estoppel would not apply if the state court reached judgment prior to the federal suit. The court held that a party could not lose his constitutional right to jury trial through application of collateral estoppel based on a prior injunctive action brought by the SEC, an equitable, nonjury proceeding. Rachal has been heavily criticized, however. L. REv. 338, 369-71 (1976) . The Second Circuit implicitly rejected Rachal in Goldman, Sachs & Co. v. Edelstein, 494 F.2d 76 (2d Cir. 1974) .
Even if the seventh amendment does not require the denial of the stay, an affirmative federal policy favoring jury trial should be sufficient to warrant exercising federal jurisdiction. Whether such a policy exists independent of the seventh amendment is not yet settled. Compare Curtis v. Loether, 415 U.S. 189, 198 (1974) (acknowledging that policy considerations may call for curtailment of the right to a jury trial) with Byrd v. Blue Ridge Rural Elec. Coop., Inc., 356 U.S. 525, 537-39 (1958 224-25 (1957) . The considerations that prompted this construction-that the federal government should be able to "fashion its own judicial machinery for enforcing its claims and safeguarding its agents against the obstruc-dural advantages available to litigants in the federal forum. 218 Several courts have conditioned stays on the use of federal discovery in the state suit; 2 1 9 commentators have justifiably criticized the practice. 2 If the deprivation of federal procedure will severely disadvantage the federal plaintiff, the court should refuse a stay regardless of other factors counterbalancing the obligation to exercise jurisdiction. 2 2 ' Finally, duplicative litigation may be justified in some instances. 2 2 2 For example, a reactive suit may be justified if the state plaintiff acted in bad faith in bringing suit in state court. 22 a
CONCLUSION
This comment has argued that the "exceptional circumstances" standard announced by the Supreme Court in Colorado River for determining the propriety of stays and dismissals in deference to parallel state court proceedings is consistent with the Court's prior decisions on related jurisdictional problems. Before Colorado River, a number of lower federal courts adopted a broad discretionary standard relating to stays, relying on practical considerations, 2 24 an expansive reading of Supreme Court precedent, 22 and analogies to situations in which stays do not result in the abrogation of federal jurisdiction." 8 The Court's opinion in Colorado River implicitly disapproves that approach and emphasizes the federal courts' unflagging obligation to exercise the jurisdiction given them.
The exceptional circumstances standard requires the presence of a countervailing policy, or a principle guiding the exercise of the jurisdiction invoked, before a federal court may stay or dismiss the proceedings before it. This comment has suggested that such policies and principles can be found in the limitations on the removal of causes from state to federal courts and in the rules governing class action and derivative suits. The analysis has demonstrated that the exceptional circumstances required under Colorado River need not be limited to relatively unique policies like that which the Court identified in the McCarran Amendment; however, it has also shown that there are definite limits to the discretionary power of federal courts to decline jurisdiction. Stays can be an important means of regulating duplicative litigation and avoiding waste of judicial energies, but should not be used to deprive litigants of a federal forum absent strong reason in policy or principle for doing so.
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